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Hide and seek korean movie review

Contemporary Korean cinema is full of smooth and violent thrillers and audiences there keep eating them. I don't blame them either. Most of his genre films make edgy American thrillers seem tame in comparison. Even when plot logic is thrown into the wind, Korean thrillers are usually an entertaining joy to watch. Like this film Hide and Seek, for example,
which was one of its best grossers of 2013. It's Huh Jung's debut film and, while it provides plenty of white-knuckle suspense, its story collapses during the second half. The film begins with a foreword in which a young woman is harassed by the next door neighbor in her apartment building. The neighbor wears all black and a full-face motorcycle helmet with
the visor down. He's a big fan of Daft Punk or a creep. He's probably in the closet right now. All this prologue is very tense and uses precise camera work to increase the uncomfortable atmosphere. This crawl could be anywhere, but the camera just shows you a lot. It's top-noting cinema and sets the mood for a relentless thriller. Skip to Sung-so, a successful
coffee owner in Seoul. He has two bright children, a supportive wife and a luxury apartment in a swanky building. These were all positive adjectives, so man must be doing something right, right? Look beneath the surface though and Sung-so harbors an envy of past demons. It has caused him to develop obsessive-compulsive disorder - he washes glasses
and plates to the point of breaking them. Seriously, Huh Jung manages to pull off suspenseful moments of this guy washing glasses of wine. It's ridiculous. I was crying all the time, thinking I was going to break one and cut my hand to ribbons. Create suspense outside the mundane? I love this shit. Sung-so learns that his deceased brother is missing. Check
out his brother's last known address: the thrashing tenement building from the prologue. The plot thickens when Sung-so discovers small codes tilted around each apartment door. Then a neighbor invites him to his apartment, only to turn around when he learns who his brother is. From there the film throws a lot of twists that don't always work. All this,
however, is made with experts - especially chases and fist fights, who punch with kinetic energy. It's not a Korean thriller without a good foot chase, and Hide and Seek has a couple of stellar ones. The use of Huh Jung's space in the tenement building is fabulous, with plenty of combat sequences nearby. Sing-so is not Jason Bourne but, so the fights are
really clumsy and uncomfortable, which make them more believable. Huh Jung withdraws from action at times to explore the confines of consumerism and technology. With all the advances in security and surveillance, we remain a very jammed and unsafe race of that's what I think the filmmaker is saying. Hiding and seeking effectively exhibits this fine line
between normality and violence, violence, on behalf of the narrative. Twists begin to take a toll on the terrible force of history. That's fine for some movies, you know, all suspend disbelief. But Hide and Seek is initially presented as a contemplative film about pain and struggle through past horrors, so when it almost goes off the rails, it moves away from this
realistic plan to accommodate more genre emotions. It's certainly worth a watch though. Hide and Seek offers more goods than the average, envelope-style American thriller. If Huh Jung had dug a little deeper into Sung-so, embroidered a little harder on his past demons, this bitch might have been a genre classic. Instead, it's simply a journey of tense
excitement. Not that there's anything wrong with that. Hide and Seek is now available on various VOD platforms and will be released on DVD April 8 by RAM Releasing. Open plot holes and illogical behavior lie in every corner of Hide and Seek, a crudely written horror-mystery about ghoulish squatters infiltrating village houses. And yet this sleek South
Korean production by writer-director Huh Jung so cunningly manipulates our primary fears, and is so superbly shot and fast-paced, that shudders and juicers are sure to spread across the cinema whenever a door slides open or slams closed. Houses filled with photos during their two-month domestic career, with $17.7 million in their first week, and should
quickly occupy Asian gender markets. On a purely cinematic level, Hide and Seek operates on the now-you-see-me-now-you-don't level suggested the title, goosing the audience to have characters appear and disappear suddenly. But on a deeper psychological level, he taps into fears of having privacy invaded, suggesting a cross between old folk tales
about changes and breakout thrillers like Pacific Heights or the recent The Purge. It also offers a chilling allegory of the haves vs. the have-nots, and while there is something unmistakably reactionary about its portrayal of the poor as dirty psychopaths who screech to usurp the lifestyles of the rich, the film will nevertheless resonate in emerging economies
such as China, with much remake potential. Returning to his stricken tenement block, Eun-hye is followed in the elevator by a creepy black figure, unrecognizable behind a huge motorcycle helmet and carrying a metal bar. When Eun-hye enters her apartment, she feels someone has stuck while she was at work. This well-plotted foreword gives off
Hitchcockian suspense and climaxes with some spooky shocks, while a voiceover recalls the urban legend of squatters residing in people's homes without ever being discovered, suggesting a paranormal dimension. The phantasmagorical element is powerful in the first act, as Baek Sung-so (Son Hyun-joo), the misophobic owner of an elegant café, sees a
homeless man leaving a mucus puddle in the cafeteria sink; soon he is having hallucinations of the man who attacks the in its spicy and long condominium. These grotesque visions, shot with cold atmospherics and dank J-horror, are linked to news of Baek's missing half-brother, Sung-chul, a black sheep and a convicted sex offender. Baek, his fashionista
wife Mi-ji (Chun Mi-sun) and young children Ho-she (Jung Joon-won) and Su-ah (Kim so-ahn) go to inspect Sung-chul's apartment, which happens to be located within the prologue's tenement block. The rumor that the building is widening with illegal squatters is partially confirmed by a bizarre encounter with the joo-hee housewife (Moon Jung-hee) and her
bizarre moppet, Pyung-hwa (Kim Ji-young). The second half plays in straight gender mode as the Baeks battle an anonymous but omniscient intruder in their residential complex. While there is no shortage of cheap shocks, Huh's orchestrated action sequences manage to turn even the smallest incident - a dash for the elevator, a lock activated in the nick of
time - into a heart joke. The impeccably timed edition of Kim Sang-bum and Kim Jae-bum allows the viewer no time to dwell on plot inconsistencies or the enraged behavior of the protags, such as the fact that they never call security guards or police until it's too late. While the tension stems from the uncertainty of whether Sung-chul is a deadly or
supernatural presence, the gradual deployment of the brothers' unpleasant childhood memories provides a rudimentary story for the psychodrama at stake. The Grand Tour should come as a surprise to most viewers, although some tracks are planted right at the beginning. However, the superficial ingenuity of the concept does not make it largely unlikely,
and the final act descends into a psychotic bust-up that not only recalls the messy endings of countless B-movies, but sometimes resembles a ludicrous slapstick. While there is little subtlety to speak of in the performance, Son and Chun feature mordasses caricatures of snobbish American returnees, while Jung and Kim are credible as hateful brats. Part of
the film's nonsensized enjoyment comes from watching these hoity-toity people get their design houses trapped and their lives threatened. The ace's handmade contributions are inementimable in the role on the more shoddier aspects of the script. Chun so-a's production design draws a contrast between the labyrinthine apartment and the luxury
condominium that viewers may feel like they're closing in between heaven and hell. Kim Il-yeon's camera will snoop around intricately designed interiors, continuously revealing hidden spaces, while lighting plays expertly with spooky silhouettes and glass reflections. The strident sound mixture amplifies even the slightest crack. Review: Aside from a possible
unhealthy compulsion to rub your skin until and to make sure each bottle label faces the same direction in your fridge, Sung-so leads an ideal life. His wife is kept in fur coats, her two children appear content, and his whole family lives inside inside luxury height protected by electronic keyboards and 24/7 video surveillance. It turns out that Sung-so's OCD is
rooted in a tragic event from its silent past. Sung-so had a brother with a skin disorder. Possibly to put these unsightly sores out of the picture, and possibly to get their hands on the family fortune, Sung-so corroborated a story of sexual impropriety that sent his brother at a very young age. The truth of this damning accusation is a matter of some question.
However, after receiving a phone call informing him that his now adult brother is inexplicably missing, Sung-so cannot let sleeping dogs lie. Sung-so investigates his deceased brother's apartment. Not only does it find hidden panels that connect multiple domiciles, but below each bell in the building is a crudely scribed code. Sung-so quickly deduces that
someone has identified the residents of each unit by gender and number, although for what reason it has no idea. Things grow stranger still when he returns home to find the same code next to every door in his own building, and a shape on a black motorcycle helmet harassing his family. Could this be the work of Sung-so's troubled brother, or is it something
more sinister? The Korean thriller Hide and Seek is a masterful film about being insecure in your own home that doesn't require assassins in creative masks to make you feel uncomfortable. Hiding and searching would be a remarkable achievement in film suspense, no matter who turned out to be running its course. The fact that writer/director Jung Huh is a
filmmaker for the first time makes it even more impressive. Huh shows a natural instinct for camera placement and beat the alternation that other directors spend entire careers developing an understanding of. Hide and Seek features twists, flashbacks and red herrings, but otherwise it's a simple tale that rarely slows down long enough to become predictable
because its style is so invigogorated. Suspense is constantly tight if Sung-so is rubbing a toilet or chasing a track. And the tension remains high from the first setup to the last scene. Maintaining a relentless essence even when the story is reass peace of mind is a truly impressive feat. The mystery is so puzzling that it becomes excrucidally frustrating in the
most entertaining way possible. You want so badly to see this persistent, faceless, silent unmasked stalker that you end up exemplifying these cliché thriller descriptions as you find yourself sitting in your seat with an increasingly tense grip on the nearest armrest, remote or beloved. Hide and Seek comes at a time when genre films constantly work around
modern comforts, always finding ways for genre films to mobile phones do not work, or by cutting a power cord to jump a dash obstacle in this way. Mobile phones play a key communication role in Hide and Seek, but Huh maintains its organic use to its primary goal of delivering a character-driven mystery. There is a underlying message about how cameras,
monitors and access codes only provide an illusion of security, and that no amount of surveillance and protective countermeasures can match the great determination of a psychopath with a lead pipe. More interesting is how Huh weaves contemporary technology into intelligent uses related to history without doing a great deal about it. No doubt Hide and
Seek woke up in a house of cards if their story remained up to intense scrutiny. Or maybe even just a pinch of scrutiny. To maximize emotion satisfaction while watching, remove any thoughts that start with waiting a minute or step back to a previous detail to recalculate whether it adds up or not. When an innocent bystander is pursued because he wears the
same different outfit as the mystery stalker, there is no argument other than a blunt moment. But no more so than when Ben Tramer learned of his death on Halloween II because he was casually covered in the same covers and white mask as Michael Myers. These moments are so few and far between though, that turning the other cheek is done without
Hiding and even looking to ask. The film is based on numerous features of chilling silence. Cutting back on some of those stretching too long might have accelerated the pace and made Hide and Look for a bona fide classic, but most moments still run effectively with expert precision. There is little doubt that Hide and Seek would have your work cut out for it
to come out as fully satisfactory in a second viewing. But it's this first twist that counts above all, and that one is a real pulse-pound grounded on a reality-based premise that is as frightening as it is fun. NOTE: The Korean title of the film is Sum-bakk-og-jil. Score: 85 85
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